
Types of Crime and How to Report Them  
 

Reporting a crime 
If you have been a victim of crime or think you’ve seen one happening, it's in your interests, 
and those of your local community, to report what you know to the police.  
 
Why should you report a crime? 
The information you can give may help to bring the person who committed the crime to 
justice which could help to prevent further crimes and protect others from becoming 
victims. 
 
Additional benefits of reporting a crime are 

 Track criminal activity and identify trends in various areas. 

 Statistical information is a powerful tool to prevent future crimes. 

 Recover stolen property.  

 Chances of recovery increase when serial numbers are entered into police databases 
and you are named as owner of the stolen items. 

 

If you are a victim of crime - what do you do and who should you report it too? 
 
1. Policia Municipal (Local Police) 
These are recruited locally and paid for by the town or city council concerned.  
They are usually the first point of contact for any crime, they will know the local area well, 
and are also responsible for traffic, parking and upholding local bylaws. They are found in 
any town with a population of over 5,000. 
 
2. Guardia Civil (Civil Guard) 
Today its main duties are to patrol the countryside, highways and frontiers and act as 
customs officers. You will find them civil and very helpful in times of need. They are also 
responsible for stopping vehicles for random document checks. This force will usually attend 
scenes of crime at the request of the local police. Official crime reports will need to be made 
through the Guardia Civil. 
 
3. Policia Nacional (National Police) 
These are a uniformed force employed by the Government on semi-military lines. They are 
responsible for anti-terrorism and are found in towns and cities with a population of more 
than 20,000. 
 
Emergency calls: 
 
In an emergency dial 112. (This will not be a local call and may go to Madrid control centre) 
Tell them it is urgent and ask for someone who can speak your language. 
 
An emergency is where a crime is in progress and suspects are at, or near, the scene. It 
could also be when someone has been hurt and needs urgent medical assistance. Once you 
have been put through, a dispatcher will ask you to describe what has happened, where you 
are and whether other emergency services are required. 



 
The police take crime seriously and should treat you with sensitivity, and respect, and they’ll 
talk to you about what happened and help you decide what to do next. 
 
Emergency or Not? Two Kinds of Reporting 
A typical emergency call to 112 is to report a crime in progress and request emergency 
assistance. You may also want to report a crime that is no longer in progress, or a series of 
crimes you have observed. 
 
In progress 
Crimes in progress or any crimes involving life threatening circumstances receive the highest 
priority response. 112 is the number dedicated to handling these emergencies. If the crime 
is still in progress, do what you can to ensure your own safety first. If you are outside your 
home, get to a public area - an open store, a restaurant or hotel. If at home, go to a safe 
area of the house, or go outside.  
 
Briefly, the steps to reporting a crime in progress are these: 
1. Get to a safe place to make a call 
2. Quickly and clearly answer the dispatcher's questions. They will ask and need your 
answers to these questions: 

 WHERE are you? (Be prepared to be accurate with your location details) 

 WHERE did the crime happen? 

 WHEN did the crime happen? 

 IS it still happening? 

 WHAT happened? 
3. Do not hang up! 
The dispatcher may want to keep you on the line until help arrives. 
  
Not in progress 
If you were a victim of a crime, witnessed a crime, or are aware of the occurrence of crime 
that is no longer in progress, we encourage you to contact the police and tell them you'd 
like to file a police report. 
 
Non-emergency calls 
For non-urgent matters you can drop into your local police station during opening hours or 
call the local police on 092 (or for Benitachell 608 962 567). 
 
If you are uncomfortable about reporting the crime yourself due to language difficulties, 
then NHW Benitachell may report it for you. By contacting 634343400 or 
nhwcumbre@gmail.com  
 
Non-emergency matters may include things like a stolen mobile phone, vandalism, graffiti, 
abandoned cars and other examples of anti-social behaviour. 
 
Giving a written statement 
If you have reported a crime (emergency or non-emergency) you will probably have to give 
a written statement at the Guardia Civil or Police station. You’ll have to tell an officer what 



happened to you or what you saw. As you tell them, they may ask you questions or ask you 
to repeat yourself to make sure the statement is as accurate and as detailed as possible. It is 
advisable to take a translator with you if you do not speak fluent Spanish.  
 
The police will usually read the statement back to you to make sure that the written account 
is correct. If you agree, you’ll sign the statement and be given a crime reference number. 
 
If you want to contact the police about the same incident in the future, you’ll need to keep 
this reference number in a safe place. If you’re reporting a theft, you’ll also need to use this 
reference number when you tell your insurance company. 
Sometimes the police may need to speak to you more than once, for example, if they need 
to check information.  
 
Suspicious Activity or Persons. 
If you see suspicious persons or activity then you can call Neighbourhood Watch, Benitachell 
on 634 343 400 and speak to the Lead Co-ordinator who will assist you in determining the 
best action to take under the circumstances. 


